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Abstract

Tritium co-deposition with materials from the plasma-facing components is expected
to be the main contributor to tritium retention in ITER. Since He will also be present
in the plasma as fusion ash during the DT campaign, this study focuses on the effect of
He on D retention in Be co-deposits. The PISCES-B linear plasma device was used to
create co-deposited Be-D-He layers for various deposition temperatures (295 K - 475 K)
and He concentrations in D−αHe plasma mixtures (0 ≤ α ≤ 0.1). Thermal desorption
spectroscopy and nuclear reaction analysis were used to determine the D concentration
in co-deposits. For the lowest He concentration (1%) an increase of D retention was
observed for the deposition at room temperature, whereas for higher He concentrations
a declining trend of D retention was found. Including 10% of He in the plasma is found
to reduce D retention at deposition temperatures below 425 K and have a negligible
effect at higher deposition temperatures.

1 Introduction

Tungsten (W) and beryllium (Be) are the materials of choice for the ITER divertor and
first wall, respectively. Due to the plasma-wall interaction the material will be eroded and
re-deposited together with other species present in the vessel, such as deuterium (D), tritium
(T) and helium (He). Experiments from the JET-ILW suggest that Be rich co-deposits will
mostly form on the cold surfaces of the inner divertor, where the surface temperature reaches
only 373 K [1]. It has been shown that D retention in co-deposits is higher at lower substrate
temperatures [2].

Co-deposition is expected to be the main mechanism contributing to the long-term reten-
tion of the fusion fuel [3]. Since fuel retention presents a safety issue due to the radioactive
nature of T, a safety limit of in-vessel T has been set to 1 kg [4] and a number of T removal
techniques has been proposed in the case of ITER. To address T retention and removal issues,
many studies on D retention and/or release behavior from Be-D co-deposits [2, 5–8] have been
performed. However, there is a limited number of studies on the effect of He co-deposition
on hydrogen isotope retention. A low concentration of He (up to 6% of He in ITER [9]) will
be present in the vessel as an ash from the D-T fusion reaction and moreover, ITER will
operate with He/H plasma mixture during the Pre-Fusion Power Operation (PFPO) phase
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[10]. It has been shown that inclusion of He in D plasma reduces D retention in bulk Be
exposed to D −He plasma mixture [11, 12]. The aim of the current study is to investigate
the influence of He on D retention in Be-D-He co-deposits.

2 Experiment

The PISCES-B linear plasma device [13] was used to produce ten co-deposited Be-D-He
layers. Each layer was produced under different deposition conditions varying the substrate
temperature between 300-475 K and He concentration in the D−αHe plasma (0 ≤ α ≤ 0.1).
Helium concentration was not monitored by optical spectroscopy during the experiment,
however it was controled by setting the pressure of He gas according to [14], where He
concentration in D−αHe plasma mixture was calibrated by He I (447.1 nm) optical emission
spectroscopy for different He gas pressures. Deuterium partial pressure was kept constant
for all plasma mixtures.

A S-65 Be target (made by The Peregrine Falcon Corporation) with a diameter of 25
mm and a thickness of 1.5 mm was exposed to pure D or a mixture of D and He plasma.
The plasma parameters were similar for all exposures and were measured by a Langmuir
probe close to the target. The electron density and temperature were (2− 3)× 1018 m−3 and
(4 − 5) eV, respectively. The ion flux was (1.5 − 2.5) × 1022 m−2s−1 and the floating and
the plasma potential were around −30 V and −20 V, respectively. The Be target was biased
to −120 V to keep the energy of the impacting ions at ≈ 100 eV. The target temperature
was measured at the rear by a thermocouple and varied between 300 K and 800 K. Since Be
erosion yield is constant in this temperature range [15], the formation of co-deposits is not
influence by this variation of the temperature.

Co-deposits were collected on circular polished W substrates with a diameter of 20 mm
and a thickness of 1 mm, cut in two identical halves. The average Be deposition rate was
0.07× 1015 Be/cm2s, resulting in the average layer thickness of 15 nm. The substrates had a
direct line of sight towards the Be target and were shielded from the direct interaction with
the plasma. They were kept at a constant temperature during the deposition. The deposition
probe, holding the substrates, is fully retractable into a vacuum interlock chamber [16]. This
allowed substrates to be inserted into position for deposition only after stationary plasma
conditions were achieved. The main contributions to co-deposited layers are believed to be
D and He reflection from the target and sputter erosion of the Be target [2].

Every deposition procedure resulted in identical co-deposits on two halves of the W sub-
strate. One was used for thermodesorption spectroscopy (TDS) and another for nuclear
reaction analysis (NRA). The TDS analysis was performed in a quartz tube attached to a
stainless steel vacuum chamber with a background pressure in a range of 10−7 mbar [7]. Each
sample was linearly heated by an infrared heat source up to 1273 K at a rate of 18 K/min.
Partial pressures of desorbing species were recorded by two residual gas analyzers (RGA).
The first is a wide range RGA used to follow species of a mass up to 46 m/q. The second is
a high resolution 0-6 m/q RGA capable of distinguishing between He and D2. It was used
to follow the partial pressures of H2, HD, He and D2. Both RGAs were calibrated with D2

and He leak standards, enabling the conversion of the RGA signal to atomic desorption flux.
The sensitivity for D2 and HD was assumed to be the same.
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The total D and Be amounts were determined by NRA technique utilizing D(3He, p)4He
and 9Be(3He, p)11B nuclear reactions. A 3He probing ion beam with the energy of 2.0 MeV
and 0.8 MeV was used and the number of reaction protons with respect to their energy was
measured. The measured proton yields were converted in areal densities by comparing the
signals with those derived from calibration samples. For D a 274 nm thick, plasma-deposited
amorphous, deuterated carbon thin film on silicon was used and for Be a 680 nm thick,
magnetron sputtered film on silicon was used. After NRA analysis the samples were used
for additional TDS analysis, since the effect of NRA on D and He amount in the sample is
negligible.

3 Results

Fig. 1 shows D desorption fluxes from Be co-deposits exposed to pure D plasma and a mixture
of D − 10%He plasma for various deposition temperatures measured by high resolution
RGA. The desorption spectra were obtained by adding together the mass 4 (D2) and the
mass 3 (HD) spectra and dividing by the area of the co-deposit and areal density of Be
atoms established from NRA analysis, enabling us to compare co-deposited layers with small
variations of the layer thickness. A sharp desorption peak with a long high temperature
tail arises around 500 - 530 K for the samples deposited at room temperature. For higher
deposition temperatures the desorption moves to higher temperature. In the case of the
highest deposition temperature, 475 K, the sharp peak is absent and only the ’tail’ is visible.

Comparison between Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) reveals much lower D desorption in the case of
D−0.1He plasma compared to pure D plasma. In the case of deposition at room temperature
the decrease in the peak height is 57%. For higher deposition temperatures the difference in
the peak height is reduced, the decrease being 40%, 34% for 375 K and 425 K, respectively.
In the case of 475 K the difference in the peak height is less than 1%.

For the deposition at room temperature the He concentration in D−αHe plasma was also
varied. Fig. 2 shows D desorption spectra for α = 0, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. One can see almost
the same peak height for the lowest three He concentrations and a strong decrease in the
case of α = 0.1. In addition, the peak shifts for ≈ 30 K to lower desorption temperatures in
the case of the highest He concentration. However, one should note that small temperature
uncertainties arise from the measurement errors during TDS and during plasma exposure.

In order to determine D/Be ratios the total D amounts were first determined by inte-
grating the TDS spectra over time. In addition, areal densities of both, D and Be atoms
were measured by NRA technique. The D/Be ratios are shown in Fig. 3 where two sets of
data are presented, one showing the average D concentrations determined by TDS and the
other showing D concentrations measured by NRA. All D amounts were divided by the Be
areal density, determined by NRA. Both techniques are in good agreement with the average
difference between TDS and NRA data of approximately 6%.

The inclusion of 10% He in D plasma reduces D retention by 21% and 36% in the case
of deposition at 295 K and 375 K, respectively. For higher deposition temperatures 10%
of He does not noticeably affect D retention. The effect of lower He concentrations was
measured only for the deposition at room temperature. An initial 17% increase of D retention
was measured for the inclusion of 1% He in the plasma mixture, whereas for higher He
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Figure 1: Scaled deuterium desorption spectra of Be-D-He co-deposits for different deposition
temperatures and (a) pure D and (b) D − 0.1He plasma.

concentrations D retention is reduced. The retention in the case of 5% He plasma is still 9%
higher compared to the pure D plasma, however the uncertainties of these two data points
largely overlap.

The high resolution RGA enabled us to distinguish between D2 and He peaks in the mass
spectra. However, the He peak resides on the long tail of a usually stronger D2 peak in the
RGA spectra. Therefore, a time evolution of a measured He signal is a superposition of a
real He signal and a background with a shape of D signal. For the background subtraction
we scaled the previously determined D signal to the measured He signal and subtracted the
resulting scaled D signal. After the subtraction we are left with the real He signal without
the D2 induced background.

Fig. 4 shows He desorption spectra after the background subtraction. No desorption was
observed in the case of pure D plasma, as well as in the case of D − 0.1He plasma for the
deposition at room temperature. For D−0.1He plasma and higher deposition temperatures,
375 K and 425 K, two sharp He desorption peaks were observed. The first peak position
is the same for both deposition temperatures being 500 K, whereas the second peak shifts
from 920 K for lower to 940 K for higher deposition temperature. Moreover, the height of
the first peak decreases, whereas the second peak is strongly enhanced for higher deposition
temperature. In addition, weak He desorption can be seen around 750 K. In the case of
deposition at 475 K both peaks are strongly reduced compared to deposition at 375 K and
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Figure 2: Scaled deuterium desorption spectra of Be-D-He co-deposits for different He con-
centrations in D − αHe plasma and deposition at room temperature.

425 K, however the desorption at 750 K is enhanced and a new peak is formed.
Integrating the He desorption spectra and dividing by Be areal density, determined by

NRA, gives us the average He atomic fraction in the layers shown in Fig. 5. A very small or
zero amount of He was found for deposition at room temperature regardless of He concen-
tration in D−αHe plasma. As expected, He concentration in the co-deposited layers is zero
within the uncertainties in the case of pure D plasma. The non-zero values are measured
only due to the overlap of He and D2 signals. In the case of D−0.1He plasma the He content
in the layers strongly increases with deposition temperature up to 425 K. For deposition at
475 K He concentration is again reduced, being similar to the concentration measured for
deposition at 375 K.

4 Discussion

De Temmerman et. al [2] reported on deuterium retention in co-deposited beryllium lay-
ers and derived an empirical scaling law that allows to calculate the D/Be ratio form the
deposition temperature, growth rate and particle energy. A comparison of the predicted D
concentration with our results obtained using pure D plasma yields an overestimation by the
scaling law by a factor of 2-7. The reason for this disagreement is not completely clear since
the same setup and similar conditions were used in both cases. The only noticeable difference
is in the neutral pressure and ion flux to the Be target, both being lower in our case. The
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Figure 3: D/Be as a function of (a) deposition temperature for different D − αHe plasmas
and as a function of (b) He concentration in the plasma for different deposition temperatures.
Squares with solid lines present TDS data and circles with dashed lines present NRA data.
The He concentration uncertainties are estimated from the uncertainties of the data presented
in [14].

De Temmerman scaling considers the beryllium deposition rate, the average energy of the
backscattered D particles and the deposition temperature to predict D retention in a Be-D
layer, therefore the difference in the ion flux should be indirectly accounted for by the deposi-
tion rate. Moreover, as shown in [17] the scaling successfully predicts D retention for various
neutral pressures. However, as shown in Fig. 6, we found a much better agreement with the
revised scaling law, presented in [6]. In this scaling the Be deposition rate is replaced by the
ratio of D and Be fluxes to the substrate plate. For the derivation of the scaling both fluxes
are estimated using the data from [18]. In our case we used the same procedure to estimate
the D flux, whereas the experimentally determined deposition rate was used as the Be flux.

The study by Baldwin et al. [11] showed that the admixture of He in D plasma reduces
D retention in bulk Be. A threefold reduction of D retention was measured in the case of
exposure at 300 K and 10% of He in the plasma. For higher exposure temperatures the
difference in D retention between pure D and D − 0.1He plasma diminished and was not
apparent above 475 K. Fig. 3 shows similar behavior of D retention in Be co-deposits,
however the effect of He admixture to D plasma is smaller compared to data in bulk Be. The
reduction of only 1.3 was observed in the case of deposition at room temperature. Similarly
to bulk Be the effect of He is reduced at higher deposition temperatures and is not evident
above 425 K.

Similarly, in a study by Alegre et al. [12] a 55% reduction of D retention was observed
in bulk Be exposed to D− 0.1He plasma at 373 K compared to exposure to pure D plasma.
Again, the effect in Be co-deposits is smaller, the reduction of D retention being 36% for the
deposition at 375 K. Moreover, in [12] the authors report a negligible effect on D retention
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Figure 4: Scaled helium desorption spectra of Be-D-He co-deposits for different deposition
temperatures and (a) pure D (b) and D − 0.1He plasma. Spectra are successively offset by
5 × 10−6 s−1.

when adding 5% of He in the plasma in the case of higher exposure temperatures (473 K
to 773 K). In the case of exposure at 373 K a 40% reduction of D retention was observed,
however, the data points corresponding to D − 0.05He and pure D plasma are very similar
within their uncertainties for all exposure temperatures. With that in mind, this result agrees
with our observation where adding 5% of He in the plasma doesn’t significantly affect the
co-deposited D amount in Be, however, our measurement was only performed at the room
temperature.

The mechanism by which He influences D retention in co-deposited Be layer is not clear.
A post-mortem transmission electron microscope analysis of an inner divertor tile from JET-
ILW shows the presence of bubbles in the Be-rich co-deposited layers [19]. Moreover, it has
been shown [20] that He ion implantation in bulk Be can lead to a creation of interconnected
bubbles and channels. A possible explanation for the reduced D retention in the presence of
higher He concentration could be a He assisted creation of such interconnected bubbles. Since
these structures can easily extend to the surface, they provide an escape path for both, D
and He, which can result in lower D retention. At elevated temperatures D ion implantation
in bulk Be, similarly as He ion implantation, also results in cavities forming complicated
labyrinth systems which interact with the outer surface [21]. Assuming the same mechanism
in Be co-deposits, we can explain the lack of the influence of He on D retention at higher
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Figure 5: He/Be dependence on deposition temperature for different D−αHe plasmas. The
error bars represent the root sum square of the calibration bottle uncertainty and standard
deviation of the background noise in the TDS signal.

deposition temperatures. Since D atoms themselves create the interconnected structures, the
inclusion of He does not play an important role. Therefore we see no difference in D retention
when using pure D or D − 0.1He plasma at higher deposition temperatures.

Even though we measured no He desorption in the case of deposition at room temperature,
we observed a measurable effect of He on D retention. Therefore we can assume that the
maximal temperature of 1273 K was simply too low for any He desorption from the created
co-deposited layer. In the case of higher deposition temperatures at least two desorption
peaks are clearly visible in our temperature range. The low temperature peak decreases
with deposition temperature, which is an expected behavior since the trap is less populated
at higher temperature. On the contrary, the high temperature peak initially increases with
deposition temperature and then decreases for the deposition temperature of 475 K, when
also another lower temperature peak appears. The high temperature peak coincides with the
desorption around 900 K observed by Eleveld et. al [22], where TDS was performed after He
ions were implanted into the Be samples. At 900 K the He-vacancy complex dissociates in
Be and leads to an extensive He bubble growth [20]. He is not released until the bubbles are
extended to the surface [22], which can occur already around 900 K for our thin layers. The
absence of He desorption for the deposition at room temperature is not clear and additional
experiments are needed to investigate this desorption behavior.
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Figure 6: Comparison of D/Be determined by the current experiment with the pure D plasma
and the scaling law [6].

5 Conclusion

The PISCES-B linear plasma device was used to simulate the creation of Be-D-He co-
deposited layers similar to those which are expected to form in the ITER divertor area. The
influence of He on D retention in these layers was studied for different deposition tempera-
tures and He concentrations in D − αHe plasma, which was used to create the co-deposits.
A noticeable effect of He on D retention was observed at lower deposition temperatures when
10% of He was included in the plasma, namely the reduction of D retention is 21% and 36%
for deposition at 295 K and 375 K, respectively. For higher deposition temperatures the effect
of He is diminished. This behavior is in agreement with the prior data on bulk Be found in
the literature, however the effect of He on D retention in Be co-deposits is smaller compared
to bulk Be. For lower He concentrations an increase in D retention was observed for the
deposition at room temperature, however the difference between pure D and D − 0.05He
plasma is less than the uncertainties of the measured data. The main net Be deposition
zone in ITER is, similarly as in JET-ILW, expected to be on the inner divertor with the
surface temperature of about 373 K. Therefore, we can conclude that He co-deposition can
have a favorable influence on hydrogen isotope retention, reducing it by about a third, if He
concentration in the plasma is 10% and PISCES-B conditions successfully mimic those of the
real ITER divertor. However, He concentration in ITER is expected to be below 6%. Our
results show that hydrogen isotope retention could be enhanced for low He concentrations
(around 1%) or may not be strongly affected if He concentration reaches the values around
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5%, however these results apply only to deposition at room temperature and not at ITER
relevant temperature (≈ 400 K).
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